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KEY=FIRE - KAMREN DONNA
Fire and Forget Short Stories from the Long War Da Capo Press This collection of short stories from 13 young veterans of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars and who saw ﬁrst-hand the horrors of
combat as well as the perspective of those waiting for them at home. Original. 30,000 ﬁrst printing. Fire and Forget Short Stories from the Long War Da Capo Press Fire and Forget includes the title
story from Redeployment by Phil Klay, 2014 National Book Award Winner in Fiction These stories aren't pretty and they aren't for the faint of heart. They are realistic, haunting and shocking. And they are
all unforgettable. Television reports, movies, newspapers and blogs about the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have oﬀered images of the ﬁghting there. But this collection oﬀers voices -- powerful voices,
telling the kind of truth that only ﬁction can oﬀer. What makes the collection so remarkable is that all of these stories are written by those who were there, or waited for them at home. The anthology,
which features a Foreword by National Book Award winner Colum McCann, includes the best voices of the wars' generation: award-winning author Phil Klay's "Redeployment" Brian Turner, whose poem
"Hurt Locker" was the movie's inspiration; Colby Buzzell, whose book My War resonates with countless veterans; Siobhan Fallon, whose book You Know When the Men Are Gone echoes the joy and pain of
the spouses left behind; Matt Gallagher, whose book Kaboom captures the hilarity and horror of the modern military experience; and ten others. Fire and Forget Short Stories from the Long War
Hachette UK Fire and Forget includes the title story from Redeployment by Phil Klay, 2014 National Book Award Winner in Fiction These stories aren't pretty and they aren't for the faint of heart. They are
realistic, haunting and shocking. And they are all unforgettable. Television reports, movies, newspapers and blogs about the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have oﬀered images of the ﬁghting there. But this
collection oﬀers voices -- powerful voices, telling the kind of truth that only ﬁction can oﬀer. What makes the collection so remarkable is that all of these stories are written by those who were there, or
waited for them at home. The anthology, which features a Foreword by National Book Award winner Colum McCann, includes the best voices of the wars' generation: award-winning author Phil Klay's
"Redeployment" Brian Turner, whose poem "Hurt Locker" was the movie's inspiration; Colby Buzzell, whose book My War resonates with countless veterans; Siobhan Fallon, whose book You Know When
the Men Are Gone echoes the joy and pain of the spouses left behind; Matt Gallagher, whose book Kaboom captures the hilarity and horror of the modern military experience; and ten others. Thank You
for Your Service Sarah Crichton Books Now a Major Motion Picture Directed by American Sniper Writer Jason Hall and Starring Miles Teller The wars of the past decade have been covered by brave and
talented reporters, but none has reckoned with the psychology of these wars as intimately as the Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist David Finkel. For The Good Soldiers, his bestselling account from the front
lines of Baghdad, Finkel embedded with the men of the 2-16 Infantry Battalion during the infamous "surge," a grueling ﬁfteen-month tour that changed them all forever. In Finkel's hands, readers can feel
what these young men were experiencing, and his harrowing story instantly became a classic in the literature of modern war. In Thank You for Your Service, Finkel has done something even more
extraordinary. Once again, he has embedded with some of the men of the 2-16—but this time he has done it at home, here in the States, after their deployments have ended. He is with them in their most
intimate, painful, and hopeful moments as they try to recover, and in doing so, he creates an indelible, essential portrait of what life after war is like—not just for these soldiers, but for their wives, widows,
children, and friends, and for the professionals who are truly trying, and to a great degree failing, to undo the damage that has been done. The story Finkel tells is mesmerizing, impossible to put down.
With his unparalleled ability to report a story, he climbs into the hearts and minds of those he writes about. Thank You for Your Service is an act of understanding, and it oﬀers a more complete picture
than we have ever had of these two essential questions: When we ask young men and women to go to war, what are we asking of them? And when they return, what are we thanking them for? One of
Publishers Weekly's Best Nonﬁction Books of 2013 One of The Washington Post's Top 10 Books of the Year A New York Times Notable Book of 2013 An NPR Best Book of 2013 A Kirkus Reviews Best
Nonﬁction Book of 2013 The Norton Book of Modern War W. W. Norton & Company The prose and poetry of Hemingway, Mailer, and other literary ﬁgures combine with letters, diaries, and oral
history to capture moments on the battleﬁelds of this century, as changes in military technology changed the psyches of soldiers Fields of Fire Canelo James Webb’s classic, scorching novel of the
Vietnam War. They each had their reasons for becoming a Marine. They each had their illusions. Goodrich came fresh from Harvard. Snake got the tattoo before he even got the uniform. Hodges was
haunted by the spirits of family heroes. Three young men, from vastly diﬀerent worlds, were plunged into a white-hot, murderous melting pot of jungle warfare in the An Hoa Basin, Vietnam, 1969. They
had no way of knowing what awaited them. For nothing could have prepared them for the madness of what they found. And in the heat and horror of battle they took on new identities, took on each other,
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and were reborn in ﬁelds of ﬁre... Fields of Fire is a searing story of poetic power, razor-sharp observation, and non-stop combat, perfect for fans of Tim O’Brien, Karl Marlantes and Apocalypse Now. Praise
for Fields of Fire ‘Few writers since Stephen Crane have portrayed men at war with such a ring of steely truth’ The Houston Post ‘A novel of such fullness and impact, one is tempted to compare it to
Norman Mailer’s The Naked and the Dead’The Oregonian ‘Webb gives us an extraordinary range of acutely observed people, not one a stereotype ... Fields of Fire is a stunner’ Newsweek ‘Webb pulls oﬀ
the scabs and looks directly, unﬂinchingly on the open wounds of the Sixties’ Philadelphia Inquirer ‘The unmistakable sound of truth’ Time Things We Lost in the Fire Stories Hogarth In these wildly
imaginative, devilishly daring tales of the macabre, internationally bestselling author Mariana Enriquez brings contemporary Argentina to vibrant life as a place where shocking inequality, violence, and
corruption are the law of the land, while military dictatorship and legions of desaparecidos loom large in the collective memory. In these stories, reminiscent of Shirley Jackson and Julio Cortázar, three
young friends distract themselves with drugs and pain in the midst a government-enforced blackout; a girl with nothing to lose steps into an abandoned house and never comes back out; to protest a viral
form of domestic violence, a group of women set themselves on ﬁre. But alongside the black magic and disturbing disappearances, these stories are fueled by compassion for the frightened and the lost,
ultimately bringing these characters—mothers and daughters, husbands and wives—into a surprisingly familiar reality. Written in hypnotic prose that gives grace to the grotesque, Things We Lost in the
Fire is a powerful exploration of what happens when our darkest desires are left to roam unchecked, and signals the arrival of an astonishing and necessary voice in contemporary ﬁction. Things You
Save in a Fire A Novel St. Martin's Press **INDIE NEXT PICK FOR AUGUST** **AN AUGUST 2019 LIBRARYREADS SELECTION** **BOOK OF THE MONTH PICK FOR JULY** **AN AMAZON EDITOR’S PICK
FOR AUGUST** “Center gives readers a sharp and witty exploration of love and forgiveness that is at once insightful, entertaining, and thoroughly addictive.” — KIRKUS, STARRED REVIEW “An appealing
heroine, a compelling love story, a tearjerking twist, and a thoroughly absorbing story. Another winner from Center.” — BOOKLIST, STARRED REVIEW “A spirited, independent heroine meets a smoking-hot
ﬁreman in Center’s smart romance... If you enjoyed ‘The Kiss Quotient,’ by Helen Hoang, read Things You Save in a Fire”’ – THE WASHINGTON POST From the New York Times bestselling author of How to
Walk Away comes a stunning new novel about courage, hope, and learning to love against all odds. Cassie Hanwell was born for emergencies. As one of the only female ﬁreﬁghters in her Texas ﬁrehouse,
she's seen her fair share of them, and she's a total pro at other people's tragedies. But when her estranged and ailing mother asks her to give up her whole life and move to Boston, Cassie suddenly has an
emergency of her own. The tough, old-school Boston ﬁrehouse is as diﬀerent from Cassie's old job as it could possibly be. Hazing, a lack of funding, and poor facilities mean that the ﬁremen aren't exactly
thrilled to have a "lady" on the crew—even one as competent and smart as Cassie. Except for the infatuation-inspiring rookie, who doesn't seem to mind having Cassie around. But she can't think about
that. Because love is girly, and it’s not her thing. And don’t forget the advice her old captain gave her: Never date ﬁreﬁghters. Cassie can feel her resolve slipping...and it means risking it all—the only job
she’s ever loved, and the hero she’s worked like hell to become. Katherine Center's Things You Save in a Fire is a heartfelt and healing tour-de-force about the strength of vulnerability, the nourishing
magic of forgiveness, and the life-changing power of deﬁning courage, at last, for yourself. The Girl Who Was on Fire (Movie Edition) Your Favorite Authors on Suzanne Collins' Hunger Games
Trilogy BenBella Books Includes 3 brand new essays on Gale, the Games, and Mockingjay! **Already read the ﬁrst edition of The Girl Who Was on Fire? Look for The Girl Who Was on Fire - Booster Pack
to get just the three new essays and the extra movie content.** Katniss Everdeen's adventures may have come to an end, but her story continues to blaze in the hearts of millions worldwide. In The Girl
Who Was on Fire - Movie Edition, sixteen YA authors take you back to the world of the Hunger Games with moving, dark, and funny pieces on Katniss, the Games, Gale and Peeta, reality TV, survival, and
more. From the trilogy's darker themes of violence and social control to fashion and weaponry, the collection's exploration of the Hunger Games reveals exactly how rich, and how perilous, Panem, and the
series, really is. • How does the way the Games aﬀect the brain explain Haymitch's drinking, Annie's distraction, and Wiress' speech problems? • What does the rebellion have in common with the War on
Terror? • Why isn't the answer to “Peeta or Gale?" as interesting as the question itself? • What should Panem have learned from the fates of other hedonistic societies throughout history—and what can
we? CONTRIBUTORS: Jennifer Lynn Barnes, Mary Borsellino, Sarah Rees Brennan, Terri Clark, Bree Despain, Adrienne Kress, Sarah Darer Littman, Cara Lockwood, Elizabeth M. Rees, Carrie Ryan, Ned
Vizzini, Lili Wilkinson, Blythe Woolston, Diana Peterfreund (NEW), Brent Hartinger (NEW), Jackson Pearce (NEW) To Build a Fire The Creative Company Describes the experiences of a newcomer to the
Yukon when he attempts to hike through the snow to reach a mining claim. Youngblood A Novel Simon and Schuster “An urgent and deeply moving novel” (Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times)
about a young American soldier struggling to ﬁnd meaning during the ﬁnal, dark days of the War in Iraq. The US military is preparing to withdraw from Iraq, and newly minted lieutenant Jack Porter
struggles to accept how it’s happening—through alliances with warlords who have Arab and American blood on their hands. Day after day, Jack tries to assert his leadership in the sweltering, dreary
atmosphere of Ashuriyah. But his world is disrupted by the arrival of veteran Sergeant Daniel Chambers, whose aggressive style threatens to undermine the fragile peace that the troops have worked hard
to establish. As Iraq plunges back into chaos and bloodshed and Chambers’s inﬂuence over the men grows stronger, Jack becomes obsessed with a strange, tragic tale of reckless love between a lost
American soldier and Rana, a local sheikh’s daughter. In search of the truth and buoyed by the knowledge that what he ﬁnds may implicate Sergeant Chambers, Jack seeks answers from the enigmatic
Rana, and soon their fates become intertwined. Determined to secure a better future for Rana and a legitimate and lasting peace for her country, Jack will defy American command, putting his own future
in grave peril. For fans of Phil Klay’s Redeployment or Ben Fountain’s Billy Lynn’s Long Halftime Walk, Youngblood provides startling new dimension to both the moral complexity of war and its
psychological toll. Girls of Paper and Fire Little, Brown Books for Young Readers Uncover a riveting story of palace intrigue set in a sumptuous Asian-inspired fantasy world in the breakout YA novel
that Publisher's Weekly calls "elegant and adrenaline-soaked." In this richly developed fantasy, Lei is a member of the Paper caste, the lowest and most persecuted class of people in Ikhara. She lives in a
remote village with her father, where the decade-old trauma of watching her mother snatched by royal guards for an unknown fate still haunts her. Now, the guards are back and this time it's Lei they're
after -- the girl with the golden eyes whose rumored beauty has piqued the king's interest. Over weeks of training in the opulent but oppressive palace, Lei and eight other girls learns the skills and charm
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that beﬁt a king's consort. There, she does the unthinkable: she falls in love. Her forbidden romance becomes enmeshed with an explosive plot that threatens her world's entire way of life. Lei, still the
wide-eyed country girl at heart, must decide how far she's willing to go for justice and revenge. Fire Study MIRA From New York Times Bestselling Author Maria V. Snyder The apprenticeship is over—now
the real test has begun. When word that Yelena is a Soulﬁnder—able to capture and release souls—spreads like wildﬁre, she faces mistrust and fear in Sitia. What’s more, she keeps discovering new,
unusual sides of her abilities. As the Council debates Yelena’s fate, she receives a disturbing message: a plot is rising against her homeland, led by a murderous sorcerer she has defeated before… The
road to Ixia is fraught with peril, and sets Yelena on a path that will test the limits of her skills. But the hope of reuniting with her beloved spurs her onward. Along the way, she’ll encounter allies, enemies,
lovers and would-be assassins, each of questionable loyalty, and be forced to confront an impossible choice as whispers of war emerge. Yelena will have but one chance to prove herself—and save the
lands she holds dear. Previously published. The Chronicles of Ixia Series by Maria V Snyder Book One: Poison Study Book Two: Magic Study Book Three: Fire Study Book Four: Storm Glass Book Five: Sea
Glass Book Six: Spy Glass Book Seven: Shadow Study Book Eight: Night Study Book Nine: Dawn Study Kaboom Embracing the Suck in a Savage Little War Da Capo Press When Lieutenant Matt
Gallagher began his blog with the aim of keeping his family and friends apprised of his experiences, he didn't anticipate that it would resonate far beyond his intended audience. His subjects ranged from
mission details to immortality, grim stories about Bon Jovi cassettes mistaken for IEDs, and the daily experiences of the Gravediggers-the code name for members of Gallagher's platoon. When the blog
was shut down in June 2008 by the U.S. Army, there were more than twentyﬁve congressional inquiries regarding the matter as well as reports through the military grapevine that many high-ranking
oﬃcials and oﬃcers at the Pentagon were disappointed that the blog had been ordered closed.Based on Gallagher's extraordinarily popular blog, Kaboom is "at turns hilarious, maddening, and terrifying,"
providing "raw and insightful snapshots of a conﬂict many Americans have lost interest in" (Washington Post). Like Anthony Swoﬀord's Jarhead, Gallagher's Kaboom resonates with stoic detachment and
timeless insight into a war that we are still trying to understand. City on Fire A novel Vintage A mystery that "captures the city’s dangerous, magnetic allure" (The New York Times), and reverberates
through families, friendships, and the corridors of power in 1970's New York. “As close to a great American novel as this century has produced.” —Stephen King New York City, 1976. Meet Regan and
William Hamilton-Sweeney, estranged heirs to one of the city’s great fortunes; Keith and Mercer, the men who, for better or worse, love them; Charlie and Samantha, two suburban teenagers seduced by
downtown’s punk scene; an obsessive magazine reporter and his idealistic neighbor—and the detective trying to ﬁgure out what any of them have to do with a shooting in Central Park on New Year’s Eve.
When the blackout of July 13, 1977, plunges this world into darkness, each of these lives will be changed forever. City on Fire is an unforgettable novel about love and betrayal and forgiveness, about art
and truth and rock ’n’ roll: about what people need from each other in order to live—and about what makes the living worth doing in the ﬁrst place. Rescue Missions Stories W. W. Norton & Company
In a new compilation of short ﬁction, the award-winning late author of North introduces a variety of characters who seek to save or comfort another in such works as the title story, narrated by a man who
runs an upstate New York rescue mission and who attempts to save a young woman from her brutal boyfriend. The Illustrated Man Simon and Schuster Eighteen science ﬁction stories deal with love,
madness, and death on Mars, Venus, and in space. The Martian Chronicles Simon and Schuster The tranquility of Mars is disrupted by humans who want to conquer space, colonize the planet, and
escape a doomed Earth. Fahrenheit 451 A Novel Simon and Schuster A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly realizes their merit. Palm-ofthe-Hand Stories Macmillan Nobel Prize winner Yasunari Kawabata felt the essence of his art was to be found not in his longer works but in a series of short-stories which he called Palm-of-the-handstories - written over the span of his career. In them we ﬁnd loneliness, love and the passage of time, demonstrating the range and complexity of a true master. The Girl of Fire and Thorns Harper
Collins “Rae Carson has proved she’s a master and has shaken up the YA genre.”—USAToday.com The ﬁrst book in Rae Carson’s award-winning and New York Times–bestselling trilogy! The Girl of Fire
and Thorns is a sweeping journey full of adventure, sorcery, heartbreak, and power. Fans of George R. R. Martin’s Game of Thrones and Leigh Bardugo’s Grishaverse will devour this fantasy series. Once a
century, one person is chosen for greatness. Elisa is the chosen one. But she has always felt powerless, useless. Now, on her sixteenth birthday, she has become the secret wife of a handsome and worldly
king—a king whose country is in turmoil. A king who needs her to be the chosen one, not a failure of a princess. And he's not the only one who seeks her. Fierce enemies, seething with dark magic, are
hunting her. A daring, determined revolutionary thinks she could be his people's savior. Soon it is not just her life, but her very heart that is at stake. Elisa could be everything to those who need her most.
If the prophecy is fulﬁlled. If she ﬁnds the power deep within herself. If she doesn't die young. Most of the chosen do. William C. Morris YA Debut Award Finalist YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults Top Ten
Pick Andre Norton Award Finalist A Texas Tayshas Selection Ohioana Book Award YA winner Don’t miss The Empire of Dreams, Rae Carson’s action-packed return to the world of The Girl of Fire and Thorns!
Forget the Sleepless Shores Stories In Forget the Sleepless Shores readers should expect to be captivated by ghosts who inhabit brine from tears of heartache and loss; these strange bodies of water,
not found on the map but discovered through charting a course though the perilous straits of author Taaﬀe's imagination, eerie and queer (by every deﬁnition of the word). Paradise One Town's
Struggle to Survive an American Wildﬁre Crown Publishing Group (NY) "The deﬁnitive ﬁrsthand account of California's Camp Fire-the nation's deadliest wildﬁre in a century-and a riveting
examination of what went wrong and how to avert future tragedies as the climate crisis unfolds. On November 8, 2018, the people of Paradise, California, awoke to a mottled gray sky and gusty winds.
Soon the Camp Fire was upon them, gobbling an acre a second. Less than two hours after the ﬁre ignited, the town was engulfed in ﬂames, the residents trapped in their homes and cars. By the next
morning, eighty-ﬁve people were dead. San Francisco Chronicle reporter Lizzie Johnson was there as the town of Paradise burned. She saw the smoldering rubble of a historic covered bridge and the
beloved Black Bear Diner and she stayed long afterward, visiting shelters, hotels, and makeshift camps. Drawing on years of on-the-ground reporting and reams of public records, including 911 calls and
testimony from a grand jury investigation, Johnson provides a minute-by-minute account of the Camp Fire, following residents and ﬁrst responders as they ﬁght to save themselves and their town. We see
a young mother ﬂeeing with her newborn; a school bus full of children in search of an escape route; and a group of paramedics, patients, and nurses trapped in a cul-de-sac, fending oﬀ the ﬁre with rakes
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and hoses. Johnson documents the unfolding tragedy with empathy and nuance. But she also investigates the root causes, from runaway climate change to a deeply ﬂawed alert system to Paciﬁc Gas and
Electric's decades-long neglect of critical infrastructure. A cautionary tale for a new era of megaﬁres, Paradise is the gripping story of a town wiped oﬀ the map and the determination of its people to rise
again"-- Empire City A Novel Washington Square Press From the author of Youngblood comes a “brilliant and daring” (Phil Klay, award-winning author of Redeployment) novel following a group of
super-powered soldiers and civilians as they navigate an imperial America on the precipice of a major upheaval—for fans of The Fortress of Solitude and The Plot Against America. Thirty years after its
great triumph in Vietnam, the United States has again become mired in an endless foreign war overseas. Stories of super soldiers known as the Volunteers tuck in little American boys and girls every night.
Yet domestic politics are aﬂame—an ex-military watchdog group clashes with police while radical terrorists threaten to expose government experiments within the veteran rehabilitation colonies. Halfway
between war and peace, the Volunteers ﬁnd themselves waiting for orders in the vast American city-state, Empire City. There they encounter a small group of civilians who know the truth about their
powers, including Sebastian Rios, a young bureaucrat wrestling with survivor guilt, and Mia Tucker, a wounded army pilot-turned-Wall Street banker. Meanwhile, Jean-Jacques Saint-Preux, a Haitian
American Volunteer from the International Legion, decides he’ll do whatever it takes to return to the front lines. Through it all, a controversial retired general emerges as a frontrunner in the presidential
campaign, promising to save the country from itself. Her election would mean unprecedented military control over the country, with promises of security and stability—but at what cost? “A passionate,
scary, wise, and perhaps even prophetic novel” (Tim O’Brien, author of The Things They Carried), Empire City is a rousing vision of an alternate—yet all too familiar—America on the brink written by a
“preeminent voice in American writing” (Sara Novic, author of Girl at War). Home Fire Penguin "Ingenious... Builds to one of the most memorable ﬁnal scenes I've read in a novel this century." --The New
York Times WINNER OF THE 2018 WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION FINALIST FOR THE 2019 INTERNATIONAL DUBLIN LITERARY AWARD LONGLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE The suspenseful and
heartbreaking story of an immigrant family driven to pit love against loyalty, with devastating consequences Isma is free. After years of watching out for her younger siblings in the wake of their mother's
death, she's accepted an invitation from a mentor in America that allows her to resume a dream long deferred. But she can't stop worrying about Aneeka, her beautiful, headstrong sister back in London,
or their brother, Parvaiz, who's disappeared in pursuit of his own dream, to prove himself to the dark legacy of the jihadist father he never knew. When he resurfaces half a globe away, Isma's worst fears
are conﬁrmed. Then Eamonn enters the sisters' lives. Son of a powerful political ﬁgure, he has his own birthright to live up to--or defy. Is he to be a chance at love? The means of Parvaiz's salvation?
Suddenly, two families' fates are inextricably, devastatingly entwined, in this searing novel that asks: What sacriﬁces will we make in the name of love? War Porn Soho Press “War porn,” n. Videos,
images, and narratives featuring graphic violence, often brought back from combat zones, viewed voyeuristically or for emotional gratiﬁcation. Such media are often presented and circulated without
context, though they may be used as evidence of war crimes. War porn is also, in Roy Scranton’s searing debut novel, a metaphor for the experience of war in the age of the War on Terror, the fracturing
and fragmentation of perspective, time, and self that aﬄicts soldiers and civilians alike, the global networks and face-to-face moments that suture our fragmented lives together. In War Porn three lives ﬁt
inside one another like nesting dolls: a restless young woman at an end-of-summer barbecue in Utah; an American soldier in occupied Baghdad; and Qasim al-Zabadi, an Iraqi math professor, who faces
the US invasion of his country with fear, denial, and perseverance. As War Porn cuts from America to Iraq and back again, as home and hell merge, we come to see America through the eyes of the
occupied, even as we see Qasim become a prisoner of the occupation. Through the looking glass of War Porn, Scranton reveals the fragile humanity that connects Americans and Iraqis, torturers and the
tortured, victors and their victims. Life as We Knew it Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt Through journal entries, sixteen-year-old Miranda describes her family's struggle to survive after a meteor hits the
moon, causing worldwide tsunamis, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions. Hiroshima Vintage "A new edition with a ﬁnal chapter written forty years after the explosion." Daughters of Smoke and Fire
A Novel Abrams The unforgettable, haunting story of a young woman’s perilous ﬁght for freedom and justice for her brother, the ﬁrst novel published in English by a female Kurdish writer Set primarily in
Iran, this extraordinary debut novel weaves 50 years of modern Kurdish history through a story of a family facing oppression and injustices all too familiar to the Kurds. Leila dreams of making ﬁlms to
bring the suppressed stories of her people onto the global stage, but obstacles keep piling up. Her younger brother, Chia, inﬂuenced by their father’s past torture, imprisonment, and his deep-seated desire
for justice, begins to engage with social and political aﬀairs. But his activism grows increasingly risky and one day he disappears in Tehran. Seeking answers about her brother’s whereabouts, Leila fears
the worst and begins a campaign to save him. But when she publishes Chia’s writings online, she ﬁnds herself in grave danger as well. Inspired by the life of Kurdish human rights activist Farzad Kamangar
and published to coincide with the 10th anniversary of his execution, Daughters of Smoke and Fire is an evocative portrait of the lives and stakes faced by 40 million stateless Kurds. It’s an unﬂinching but
compassionate and powerful story that brilliantly illuminates the meaning of identity and the complex bonds of family. A landmark novel for our troubled world, Daughters of Smoke and Fire is a gripping
and important read, perfect for fans of Khaled Hosseini’s The Kite Runner and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Half of a Yellow Sun. Fire in the Blood A Novel Random House "A tremendously compelling
debut of rare skill" (Phil Klay) about a traumatized US Army soldier who goes AWOL to unravel the mystery of his wife's death. The story begins with a relatively mundane mission--someone owes someone
else money--that's situated in a grimy walled, deep-shadowed apartment building in New York. A guy and his team end up with a captive in the backseat of their car- as planned. They drive past
streetlights and then there is a thump, a body on their windshield, and a woman is left crumpled and bloodied in the snow. In Afghanistan, meanwhile, US Army soldier Coop is restless, bothered by the
new guy and worried that all the inaction means he missed the war. When he's called to the Captain's oﬃce urgently, he's sure that someone knows his darkest secret and has reported him, but then his
life ends a diﬀerent way. His wife, Kay Bellante, is dead. Coop is given a brief leave to ﬂy home and attend to Kay's aﬀairs, but while back in the city, Coop discovers his wife's death was far more
suspicious than anyone told him. Isolated and haunted by the echoes of battle, he decides to go AWOL, using his military training to uncover the real story behind Kay's sudden death. When he begins to
circle in on the truth, Coop ﬁnds himself in a new war with the Albanian maﬁa, a crooked rehab clinic, and the Bellantes, a powerful and vindictive family of ﬁnancial elites. And while searching the shadows
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of the Bronx, Coop must also navigate the small ordinary dramas we ﬁll our lives with as we move from war to home to war. Humming with mystery, grief, heartache, and the kinds of emotions we feel ﬁrst
in our blood, this is a thriller written for a fearful America from an exciting new voice in ﬁction. Dying to Forget (The Station Series, #1) Trish Marie Dawson For some, the day you die is only the
beginning. After Piper dies, she gets two choices: enter her own personal hell, or go back to Earth and become the voice of conscience inside a boy’s head. Can she save Sloan from meeting the same fate?
A tale of hope that will warm your heart. The Prophets Penguin Best Book of the Year NPR • The Washington Post • Boston Globe • TIME • USA Today • Entertainment Weekly • Real Simple • Parade •
Buzzfeed • Electric Literature • LitHub • BookRiot • PopSugar • Goop • Library Journal • BookBub • KCRW • Finalist for the National Book Award • One of the New York Times Notable Books of the Year •
One of the New York Times Best Historical Fiction of the Year • Instant New York Times Bestseller A singular and stunning debut novel about the forbidden union between two enslaved young men on a
Deep South plantation, the refuge they ﬁnd in each other, and a betrayal that threatens their existence. Isaiah was Samuel's and Samuel was Isaiah's. That was the way it was since the beginning, and the
way it was to be until the end. In the barn they tended to the animals, but also to each other, transforming the hollowed-out shed into a place of human refuge, a source of intimacy and hope in a world
ruled by vicious masters. But when an older man—a fellow slave—seeks to gain favor by preaching the master's gospel on the plantation, the enslaved begin to turn on their own. Isaiah and Samuel's love,
which was once so simple, is seen as sinful and a clear danger to the plantation's harmony. With a lyricism reminiscent of Toni Morrison, Robert Jones, Jr., ﬁercely summons the voices of slaver and
enslaved alike, from Isaiah and Samuel to the calculating slave master to the long line of women that surround them, women who have carried the soul of the plantation on their shoulders. As tensions
build and the weight of centuries—of ancestors and future generations to come—culminates in a climactic reckoning, The Prophets fearlessly reveals the pain and suﬀering of inheritance, but is also shot
through with hope, beauty, and truth, portraying the enormous, heroic power of love. The Road Vintage NATIONAL BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • A searing, post-apocalyptic novel
about a father and son's ﬁght to survive, this "tale of survival and the miracle of goodness only adds to McCarthy's stature as a living master. It's gripping, frightening and, ultimately, beautiful" (San
Francisco Chronicle). A father and his son walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls
it is gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves against the lawless bands that
stalk the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in
which the father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an unﬂinching meditation on the worst and the best that we are capable of:
ultimate destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total devastation. Learning to Die in the Anthropocene Reﬂections on the End of a
Civilization City Lights Publishers "In Learning to Die in the Anthropocene, Roy Scranton draws on his experiences in Iraq to confront the grim realities of climate change. The result is a ﬁerce and
provocative book."--Elizabeth Kolbert, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Sixth Extinction: An Unnatural History "Roy Scranton's Learning to Die in the Anthropocene presents, without extraneous bullshit,
what we must do to survive on Earth. It's a powerful, useful, and ultimately hopeful book that more than any other I've read has the ability to change people's minds and create change. For me, it
crystallizes and expresses what I've been thinking about and trying to get a grasp on. The economical way it does so, with such clarity, sets the book apart from most others on the subject."--Jeﬀ
VanderMeer, author of the Southern Reach trilogy "Roy Scranton lucidly articulates the depth of the climate crisis with an honesty that is all too rare, then calls for a reimagined humanism that will help us
meet our stormy future with as much decency as we can muster. While I don't share his conclusions about the potential for social movements to drive ambitious mitigation, this is a wise and important
challenge from an elegant writer and original thinker. A critical intervention."--Naomi Klein, author of This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the Climate "Concise, elegant, erudite, heartfelt & wise."-Amitav Ghosh, author of Flood of Fire "War veteran and journalist Roy Scranton combines memoir, philosophy, and science writing to craft one of the deﬁnitive documents of the modern era."--The Believer
Best Books of 2015 Coming home from the war in Iraq, US Army private Roy Scranton thought he'd left the world of strife behind. Then he watched as new calamities struck America, heralding a threat far
more dangerous than ISIS or Al Qaeda: Hurricane Katrina, Superstorm Sandy, megadrought--the shock and awe of global warming. Our world is changing. Rising seas, spiking temperatures, and extreme
weather imperil global infrastructure, crops, and water supplies. Conﬂict, famine, plagues, and riots menace from every quarter. From war-stricken Baghdad to the melting Arctic, human-caused climate
change poses a danger not only to political and economic stability, but to civilization itself . . . and to what it means to be human. Our greatest enemy, it turns out, is ourselves. The warmer, wetter, more
chaotic world we now live in--the Anthropocene--demands a radical new vision of human life. In this bracing response to climate change, Roy Scranton combines memoir, reportage, philosophy, and Zen
wisdom to explore what it means to be human in a rapidly evolving world, taking readers on a journey through street protests, the latest ﬁndings of earth scientists, a historic UN summit, millennia of
geological history, and the persistent vitality of ancient literature. Expanding on his inﬂuential New York Times essay (the #1 most-emailed article the day it appeared, and selected for Best American
Science and Nature Writing 2014), Scranton responds to the existential problem of global warming by arguing that in order to survive, we must come to terms with our mortality. Plato argued that to
philosophize is to learn to die. If that’s true, says Scranton, then we have entered humanity’s most philosophical age--for this is precisely the problem of the Anthropocene. The trouble now is that we must
learn to die not as individuals, but as a civilization. Roy Scranton has published in the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Rolling Stone, Boston Review, and Theory and Event, and has been interviewed
on NPR's Fresh Air, among other media. The Daily Show (The Book) An Oral History as Told by Jon Stewart, the Correspondents, Staﬀ and Guests Grand Central Publishing NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart brilliantly redeﬁned the borders between television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It launched the careers of some of today's most signiﬁcant comedians, highlighted the
hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon
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Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and
Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night
program to Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only comedy but also
commentary, with a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to eﬀect real change in the world. Through years of incisive election coverage, passionate debates with President Obama and Hillary
Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the ﬁrst time, the people behind the show's seminal
moments come together to share their memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen both on and oﬀ the set of one of America's most
groundbreaking shows. Wait Till Helen Comes A Ghost Story HarperCollins Twelve-year-old Molly and her ten-year-old brother, Michael, have never liked their seven-year-old stepsister, Heather. Ever
since their parents got married, she's made Molly and Michael's life miserable. Now their parents have moved them all to the country to live in a house that used to be a church, with a cemetery in the
backyard. If that's not bad enough, Heather starts talking to a ghost named Helen and warning Molly and Michael that Helen is coming for them. Molly feels certain Heather is in some kind of danger, but
every time she tries to help, Heather twists things around to get her into trouble. It seems as if things can't get any worse. But they do—when Helen comes. Hateship, Friendship, Courtship, Loveship,
Marriage: A Story Vintage A Vintage Shorts “Short Story Month” Selection With hardly any notice, foolish and plain housekeeper Johanna ﬂees her employer and sets oﬀ to ﬁnd the man she’s fallen in
love with. Little does she know that her correspondence with him has been a complete fabrication, a cruel teenager’s idea of a practical joke. So, who will Johanna ﬁnd when she steps oﬀ her train with the
household furniture in tow? Alice Munro is the universally celebrated master of the contemporary short story, the Chekhov of our time. Nowhere are her powers better on display than in this exquisitely
crafted story exploring the wonderful and unexpected places where love, or the illusion of it, can lead. This selection is the title story of Munro’s acclaimed collection, Hateship, Friendship, Courtship,
Loveship, Marriage and the basis of the 2013 ﬁlm, Hateship Loveship. An ebook short. The Book Thief Knopf Books for Young Readers #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S
100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi
Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for
herself by stealing when she encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors during
bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us
one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA
Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF. The Graveyard Book Harper Collins It takes a graveyard to raise a child. Nobody Owens, known as Bod, is
a normal boy. He would be completely normal if he didn't live in a graveyard, being raised by ghosts, with a guardian who belongs to neither the world of the living nor the dead. There are adventures in
the graveyard for a boy—an ancient Indigo Man, a gateway to the abandoned city of ghouls, the strange and terrible Sleer. But if Bod leaves the graveyard, he will be in danger from the man Jack—who
has already killed Bod's family. The Library Book Simon & Schuster Susan Orlean’s bestseller and New York Times Notable Book is “a sheer delight…as rich in insight and as varied as the treasures
contained on the shelves in any local library” (USA TODAY)—a dazzling love letter to a beloved institution and an investigation into one of its greatest mysteries. “Everybody who loves books should check
out The Library Book” (The Washington Post). On the morning of April 28, 1986, a ﬁre alarm sounded in the Los Angeles Public Library. The ﬁre was disastrous: it reached two thousand degrees and burned
for more than seven hours. By the time it was extinguished, it had consumed four hundred thousand books and damaged seven hundred thousand more. Investigators descended on the scene, but more
than thirty years later, the mystery remains: Did someone purposefully set ﬁre to the library—and if so, who? Weaving her lifelong love of books and reading into an investigation of the ﬁre, award-winning
New Yorker reporter and New York Times bestselling author Susan Orlean delivers a “delightful…reﬂection on the past, present, and future of libraries in America” (New York magazine) that manages to
tell the broader story of libraries and librarians in a way that has never been done before. In the “exquisitely written, consistently entertaining” (The New York Times) The Library Book, Orlean chronicles
the LAPL ﬁre and its aftermath to showcase the larger, crucial role that libraries play in our lives; delves into the evolution of libraries; brings each department of the library to vivid life; studies arson and
attempts to burn a copy of a book herself; and reexamines the case of Harry Peak, the blond-haired actor long suspected of setting ﬁre to the LAPL more than thirty years ago. “A book lover’s dream…an
ambitiously researched, elegantly written book that serves as a portal into a place of history, drama, culture, and stories” (Star Tribune, Minneapolis), Susan Orlean’s thrilling journey through the stacks
reveals how these beloved institutions provide much more than just books—and why they remain an essential part of the heart, mind, and soul of our country.
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